FREE SAMPLE SERVICE
Ask for a sample before you buy!

Tel: 01494 670 600
Email: admin@alpha-furniture.co.uk

Product ref: CT2S

TOKYO Chrome Square
Base Cafe Table with
Square or Round MFC Top
From: £101
Quantity
-

Price
£0

Description

SOME ASSEMBLY REQUIRED - This table is now supplied with nuts in the underside of the table top to make
assembly even easier, simply line up the holes in the base and top and screw in.
This stylish square base cafe table features an attractive chrome plated finish, topped with a 25mm thick MFC
table top in a variety of shapes, sizes and colours. The adjustable feet allow you to level the tops on slightly
uneven floors, with a sturdy construction.
The table is ideal for cafe areas but can also be used as a small meeting table. Please note this cafe table is
suitable for indoor use only. Coffee table and poseur heights are also available on request, please contact the
office for more details.

Other table tops are available on demand, including high quality laminate and ultra lightweight 46mm thick tops
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with heat resistance up to 180 degrees, and the full Werzalit range with a possibility of a personalised table top
featuring your logo and branding (no minimum order). Prices for personalised tops start at £107+VAT (top only)
depending on size, shape and quantity.
Dimensions:
Base Width: 407mm
Base Depth: 407mm
Height (including top): 755mm
Weight: 600mm Square - 19.8kg
700mm Square - 21.8kg
600mm Round - 19.9kg
700mm Round - 22.0kg
800mm Round - 24.5kg
Url: https://www.alpha-furnishing.com/product/chrome-square-base-cafe-table-with-square-or-round-mfc-top/

Optional Extras
Fixings: Nuts supplied in tops(+£)
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